
Dr. P has consulted with and advised global business, political, and religious leaders, influencers, and television personalities. 
She is a professor and expert contributor to several mainstream media outlets. Her combined years of extensive 
behavioral research and transformational initiatives create well-informed, groundbreaking and credible content.

As a Certified Change Practitioner 
with an earned Doctorate in Transformational Leadership, 

Dr. P is a compelling visionary and an extraordinarily versatile
 and accomplished professional  with a unique and distinct track record 

of successfully transforming individuals holistically:  spirit, soul, and body.  

Dr. P’s mission: 
Transform the world,

one individual at a time 
Dr. P’s approach:
Transformation, 

not change

Dr. P has authored three transformational volumes:
You Know Less Than You Don’t Know (Transformation, not Change is Key to Success) is an evergreen 

leadership playbook for those who want to adopt an Authentic Transformational Leadership (ATL) style 
that is impervious to disruption and is future-proof.

 Love is a Verb! (Transform on Purpose) is for individuals who want to elevate beyond 
emotional (conditional, perceptional, transactional) love to express their I Am-ness in transformational love.  

Critical Reflection and Biblical Scholarship (Transformational Learning) is written to prepare you to move beyond limiting perspectives
and complement spirituality with intellectuality. 

The game changer for the intended audiences is understanding the difference between change and transformation. 

DrPManagement@ATL.Team / @DrPatriciaAnderson / 800.630.9045 / DrPatriciaAnderson.com

Dr. Patricia Anderson

Stop changing! It doesn’t work.
In our crisis-ridden society saddled by untenable headwinds, 

Dr. P legitimizes the transformation process, which is
intentional, systematic, and incremental.  She prescribes an
approach that is a continual evolution to better future states

instead of a one-and-done change process that is easily
reversible.  Her innovative and creative tactics use

transformational engines, AKA tailwinds,
 that power and right-size mindsets and beliefs, 
which in turn drive behavior. With her approach, 

there is no path backward (i.e., butterfly to caterpillar.)

Success Stories…Success Stories…Success Stories…

Transformational Doctor 
Your mind has to arrive first!

I got to see why I was unsuccessful... I was changing instead of transforming. - Tia R

Her work helped to foster a better work environment for us all by tackling tough subjects and 
reprocessing them so they can be discussed and consumed in the workplace. - Unit4 Global Leadership

Dr. Anderson, you did it again by going deeper and behind the scenes with our motivation and 
determination, which triggers our behaviors.- Shemeka T

Excellent. Some of the best information I have heard and seen related to Transformation and Change - Pura R

She is so delightful to listen to, and her passion definitely comes through - Bita S

Awesome techniques...excellent content... powerfully delivered - Orlando B

I got your book yesterday and couldn’t put it down. The Love Notes at the end of each chapter 
forced me to stop and think about how I was loving...I was disappointed 

when the book was finished; I wanted more! Please, Please, Please, write another one! - Shay R 

 I honestly expected more of the same about Love. You took it to the streets, then to the sky, 
I immediately began examining my own misguided love and implementing change! - Craig M

Dr. Anderson repositions love as the nucleus of who we are and why we exist 
rather than simply occupying the periphery of our being. - Kathy N


